Abstract-Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is a particular type of random neural network models modeling vector data based on the assumption of Bernoulli distribution. For multidimensional and non-binary data, it is necessary to vectorize and discretize the information in order to apply the conventional RBM. It is well-known that vectorization would destroy internal structure of data, and the binary units will limit the applying performance due to fickle real data. To address these issues, this paper proposes a Matrix variate Gaussian Restricted Boltzmann Machine (MVGRBM) model for matrix data whose entries follow Gaussian distributions. Compared with some other RBM algorithms, MVGRBM can model real value data better and it has good performance in image classification. To prove that adding Gaussian parameters could model input data well, we compared the reconstruction performance of the Gaussian parameters updating and fixed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Boltzmann Machine(BM) is a kind of stochastic recurrent neural network. It is invented by Hinton and Sejnowski [1] . A BM model has two layers which are visible and hidden layers. These two layers consist of visible and hidden units. The state of each unit is determined stochastically by calculating the energy of the whole network. Every unit in this network is connected to all other units [2] which makes it very difficult to perform statistical sampling during the training phase and takes long time to train the model. Therefore, this model is not efficient for many applications in machine learning and pattern recognition. In order to set up a practical model, Hinton proposed a Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) [3] . A RBM consists of a visible layer and a hidden layer, which are connected without any within visible layer or hidden layer connection. Visible layer is used to receive data input and hidden layer is low dimensional presentation of the input data, hence RBM can be taken as an unsupervised feature extraction model. Training a RBM is to learn the weights between visible units and hidden units from given training data.
The classic RBM can only deal with 1D data, while the data from science and technology often emerge in multidimensionality such as image data (2D) or video data (3D). In order to apply classic RBM to those new data structures, a typical workaround is to vectorize multi-dimensional data. The vectorization operation will destroy data's original structure and ignore valuable information about spatial relationship among multiple arrays. To address those issues, the Tensor variate RBM (TvRBM) was first proposed by Tu et al. [4] . TvRBM accepts tensor data as input directly while the hidden units are designed as vector, thus TvRBM model actually produces a vectorial representation in dimension reduction for high order input data. As the visible unit being tensor data, the TvRBM model can preserve the structural information of tensor input data and then utilize them. To reduce the number of free parameters, which will excessively large with data mode and hidden dimensions increasing, the author constrained the connection tensor as a rank-r tensor [5] . However, such kind of constraint on weight maybe too strong to take advantage of the model. Thus, Qi et al. [6] proposed a matrix variate RBM model (MVRBM). In this model, both input and hidden variables are in matrix forms which are linearly connected, thus the structural relation among observed units can be well preserved and more spatial information can be utilized.
The classic RBM, TvRBM and MVRBM mentioned above share a similarity that all values of the input units are binary and follow Bernoulli distributions. Such a binary value assumption imposes some limitation on applications in real world tasks where data take real-values such as pixel intensities [7] . Although it is possible to regarded the real-values as the probabilities of binary variables, however whether this is a good representation for data is still questionable [8] . A better strategy to deal with this issue is to directly impose continuous density function assumption. In literature, we have seen Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM (GBRBM) [7] , [9] , [10] , Improved Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM (IGBRBM) [11] , [12] whose visible layer follows Gaussian distribution and hidden layer still follows Bernoulli distribution. Furthermore, the RBM with Gaussian hidden units and binary visible units has also been proposed [9] , [13] .
In fact, Welling et al. [9] investigated a more general way of incorporating exponential family distributions. In this paper, our objective is to extend the classic RBM with Gaussian distribution to 2D input variables. The extended model is called Matrix variate Gaussian distribution RBM (MVGRBM), which is more appropriate for inputs from the continuous image data. An earlier phenomenon observed by Hinton [8] is that using Gaussian distributions for both the visible and hidden units results in an unstable parameter inference. However we note that if we make the learning rate small the model is still stable and convergent.
The main contributions of the paper are as follows, 1) We make an assumption of Gaussian distributions for the variables in both the visible layer and the hidden layer. Gaussian distribution can represent the continuous data well and Gaussian latent units can reserve more information in the original input data than binary units; and 2) We found that both visible layer and hidden layer follow Gaussian distribution could model input data better than traditional RBM methods through reconstruction experiment and recognition experiment. In order to prove the Gaussian parameters do real work to model data, we do more experiments to compare reconstruction performance of updating Gaussian parameters and fixed Gaussian parameters. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce our model based on the classic model. In Section III, we formulate the objective function to optimize, propose update rules for model parameters in a summarized algorithm. The experimental results are reported and analyzed in Section IV. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are provided in Section V.
II. MATRIX VARIATE GAUSSIAN RESTRICTED BOLTZMANN MACHINE MODEL
The classic Restricted Boltzmann Machines are undirected graph models which have the layer of visible units and hidden units connected through weights. The energy function is as follows
where v ∈ R I and h ∈ R K are visible units and hidden units, respectively. All the units take binary values which follow Bernoulli distributions. The parameters b ∈ R I and c ∈ R K are the biases of visible layer and hidden layer. And W ∈ R I×K is the connection weight matrix between the visible layer and hidden layer. We collect all the model parameters in Θ = {b, c, W}. So the mission of training the model is to determine the parameter values from training data.
Qi et al. [6] proposed matrix variate RBM model which extends the classic RBM model to 2D input data. They use the following energy function
where X ∈ R I×J and Y ∈ R K×L represent the binary visible and hidden matrix variates, respectively, and every element in the matrices follows a Bernoulli distribution. B ∈ R I×J and C ∈ R K×L are the visible and hidden layers' bias matrices, and U ∈ R K×I , V ∈ R L×J are decomposition matrices of the 4-order connection weight tensor W ∈ R I×J×K×L . In this model, the distributions of visible units and hidden units are the same as that in the classic RBM, but the new model is an extension of the classic model to higher dimensional spaces. And it largely reduces the number of parameters in weights by introducing Kronecker structures in the weight tensor so as to decrease computation complexity.
In this study, we extend the MVRBM model for matrix variates to incorporate Gaussian distributions for both the visible layer and hidden layer units, termed as MVGRBM. The energy function we are considering is defined as follows, 
So it requires a large amount of training samples and too much time for training this model. In order to reduce the number of free parameters and save computational complexity in training and inference, we intend to specify a multiplicative interaction between visible units and hidden units by taking w ijkl = u ki v lj . Thus we can re-write the energy function (3) into the following form,
Both matrices U and V jointly define the interaction between input matrix X and hidden matrix Y. The total number of free parameters in (3) has been reduced to (4) . Now, we can get the energy function in matrix form :
where theΣ =
, respectively, and the operator ./ means element-wise division, a matrix's square means element-wise square. Based on (5), we define the joint distribution of visible and hidden units
Because there are no connections between units in the same layer, units in each layer is conditionally independent given the other [14] . Hence, we can derive the conditional probability of hidden layer's over the visible layer
So the conditional hidden layer follows a Gaussian distribution, whose mean value is C + UXV T and covariance is Γ 2 . Similarly we can derive the conditional probability of the visible layer over the hidden layer
which is a Gaussian distribution with the mean B + U T YV and the covariance Σ 2 .
III. THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD AND CD ALGORITHM FOR MVGRBM Let X = {X 1 , ..., X N } be an observed data set. We use maximum likelihood method to train the MVGRBM model. The log likelihood of X is defined by
The likelihood is a nonlinear function of a large number of parameters and it is a common practice to adopt a numerical approximation method such as the gradient ascent algorithm [15] , [16] to find the maximum. For any component θ of Θ , we can prove that
We call the first term of the right side of (10) the data expectation and the second term the model expectation.
The main difficulty in calculating the derivative of the likelihood function with respect to a parameter is to fast compute the model expectation. The model expectation is intractable due to the summation over all the possible visible and hidden states. However, the Contrast Divergence (CD) [17] - [19] procedure allows fast approximation using short Markov chains.
The main idea in the CD algorithm is as follows: a Gibbs chain is initialized with a training example X (0) n = X n in the training set, then alternatively use (8) and (7) to produce the chain {(X
(11) is actually the data expectation over the sampled data in the k-th step of all the Gibbs chains from training samples, which is similar to the data expectation in (10) . Finally the CD algorithm is implemented by
So the derivative of the likelihood function with respect to every parameter is shown below
In order to achieve the result close to the reality, we need to update Σ and Γ.
where
As the model only depends on the product of parameters U and V, one parameter may go up in any scale s while the other goes down to 1/s. To avoid the issue of un-identifying model parameters, we add a penalty of
to the log likelihood objective . Using (13) to (18) , the gradient values which are used to update the parameters of the model are as follows:
where λ is a momentum term and α is learning rate to control the convergence of the parameters. We summarize the overall CD procedure for Matrix variate Gaussian RBM in Algorithm 1. In all our experiments, we use the special CD-1 algorithm for training.
A. Multimodal MVGRBM
Real world information comes with multiple channels. For example in the image super-resolution, the lower resolution images are usually associate with many types of features. The classic RBM model has been engineered to handle multimodal data [20] . The proposed MVGRBM can be extend to cope with multimodal data. We assume that the visible layer consists of two separate matrices X ∈ R I×J and Z ∈ R H×W . Both X and Z could be in the same dimension and will be connected to the same set of hidden layer units given by a matrix variate Y ∈ R K×L . According to the proposed model, both visible and hidden layers follow Gaussian distribution. 
where X = X./Σ 2 , Z = Z./Ψ 2 , and Y = Y./Γ 2 . It is easy to derive the hidden layer and visible layer conditional probability and the parameters gradients. As for multimodal data, more than two modes, the energy functions are similar. This model is called Multimodal MVGRBM model. 
For all the data X (0) = X ∈ X m run the Gibbs sampling at the current model parameters Θ:
sample Y (k) according to (7) with the current X (k) ; 8: sample X (k+1) according to (8) Update model parameters θ ∈ Θ with θ ← θ + Δθ;
12:
end for 13: end for
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we conduct several experiments on some public databases to verify the effectiveness of the proposed model. These experiments are designed to demonstrate the performance of MVGRBM in feature extraction and reconstruction compared with other RBM models. The algorithm is coded by Matlab, and the codes run on the computer with 3.40GHz Intel Core i7-2600 CPU and 16.0GB internal storage capacity.
A. Reconstruction Performance
In this section, we compared our proposed model with classic RBM, IGBRBM and MVRBM by reconstructed images and reconstruction errors. For the proposed MVGRBM, we tested the relationship between the parameters of Gaussian distribution and the reconstruction performance. The iteration in all algorithms are set to 1000 and the parameters are adjusted to get the best reconstruction performance. In most experiments of MVGRBM, the parameters initial values are as follows : learning rate α = 10 −5 , momentum λ = 0.5, weight parameters are randomly generated from MATLAB function randn(), u = 0.001 * randn(), v = 0.001 * randn(), variances of visible and hidden units are randomly generate from the normrand() function of MATLAB, the average value is 0.3. All of above, the initial values are confirmed through amount of experiments and as default values. The root mean square error (RMSE) is used to measure reconstruction performance of different methods.
We did reconstruction experiments on two databases which are MNIST [21] handwritten digit database and CBCL database. MNIST database consists of a train set and a test set. This database contains 60000 images for training, and 10000 images for testing. Every image is a digit number from 0 to 9 and the size is 28 × 28 gray scale. We set the hidden layer's size as 15 × 15.
The CBCL [22] data used in the experiment contains 2429 faces and 4548 non-faces as training set and 472 faces and 23573 non-faces as test set. Only the faces from the training set and test set of the CBCL data were used. Every image is a human's face and the size is 19 × 19 gray scale. We set the hidden layer's size as 16 × 16. Fig. 1 shows the reconstruction error curve of different algorithms with iteration times increasing on (a) MNIST database and (b) CBCL database. From this figure we can see that all RMSE curves except IGBRBM show a downward trend and then tend to smooth. The IGBRBM's curves have obvious fluctuation. In Fig. 1 (a) , the reconstruction error of IGBRBM decreased at first and then increased after iterating 800 times and the curve of IGBRBM shows serration after 300 iteration in Fig. 1 (b) . We analyze these are because IGBRBM model is sensitive to the learning rate scheduling [23] . From this figure we also can obtain the reconstruction errors of our proposed algorithm on MINIST and CBCL datasets are much lower than the other algorithms at the same iteration steps. The reconstruction errors on MNIST and CBCL datasets are 0.0584 and 0.0177 respectively. To illustrate the effect of covariances Σ and Γ on the proposed model, in Fig. 1 , we compared the results of two cases : updating and fixing covariance matrices. In the case of fixing Σ and Γ, we set all the elements of these two matrices are equal to one and the purple lines in the figure show the results of this case. Compared with the results of fixing Σ and Γ, the reconstruction errors of updating the covariance matrices (the red lines) are much lower. That means the case of updating the two covariance matrices can get better reconstruction performance, thus we can make the model work better by updating covariance matrices. Figure 2 shows several original image examples in MINIST dataset and the corresponding reconstruction of classic RBM, IGBRBM, MVRBM and MVGRBM. It can be seen that the reconstructed images using the proposed model have the best visual results and its reconstruction errors are lowest.
To verify the superiority of our algorithm on other datasets, except MNIST dataset and CBCL face dataset, we also compared the reconstruction results on some other public datasets: AR dataset [24] , ETH-80 [25] object dataset, CIFAR-10 dataset [26] and Ballet action video dataset. The reconstruction RMSE results of the above datasets are shown in TABLE I. The first column shows the dataset names, the second and third columns are the size of visible and hidden units, respectively. The rest columns are RMSE values of four algorithms. Moreover, we show the reconstruction results of updating and fixing covariances in MVGRBM algorithm. For all the datasets mentioned above, our method shows state-ofthe-art performance of reconstruction.
B. Recognition Performance
In this section, we compare the recognition performances of traditional RBM, IGBRBM, MVRBM and MVGRBM on MNIST, ETH80 and Ballet database. For all experiments, we use training set to learn parameters in all the models and then generate the hidden units of test set fixing the learned parameters. The hidden layer units can be considered as extracted features of visible units. After obtaining all the features of samples in testing set, we use nearest neighbour classifier (1-NN). All methods are set fair and all parameters are adjusted to obtain the best result.
Specifically, all recognition experiments are conducted on three public available datasets:
• The MINIST dataset (http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist) • ETH80 dataset (http://people.csail.mit.edu/jjl/libpmk/ samples/eth.html) • Ballet dataset (https://www.cs.sfu.ca/research/groups/ VML/semilatent/) As introduced MNIST dataset in section IV.A, we use 60000 images as training samples and 10000 images for testing the recognition rates. All images have a uniform size of 28 × 28. In all deep learning models, we set the hidden layer's size as 15 × 15.
The ETH80 database consists of 8 ground truth object categories, each consisting of 10 different instances from 41 different views, for a total of 3280 images. These objects undergo severe view point change, posing significant challenges to recognition due to the high intra-class diversity. ing, jumping, turning, hopping and standing still. We randomly selected 200 images from each action as the training set, and the rest as testing set. All images are down-sampled to size 32 × 32 and changed to gray scale.
In TABLE II, we shows the classification correct accuracy of the above four mentioned algorithms. As can be seen in the table, the recognition rates of IGBRBM are the lowest of all methods, that may because the input data are more inclined to binary data. The results of MVGRBM are better than other. While the iteration time equals 1000, it achieved the best classification accuracy 0.9700. The results of MVRBM and MVGRBM are better than the two vector methods RBM and IGBRBM apparently, which benefits from the two matrix methods model data directly to avoid destroying data's inner structure. because RBM and MVRBM are based on the assumption of Bernoulli distribution, they are not applicable on fickle real data. Compared with IGBRBM, the results of MVGRBM are better. At the same iteration times, we can obtain the best recognition rates. In our results, the accuracy of 2000 iteration times is smaller than the 1000 times. With the less training iteration times, like 100, our model obtains a better recognition result. It means that using our method the training phase can be accelerated.
The recognition results are shown in TABLE IV. The same conclusion as ETH 80 we can obtain, as the data in Ballet dataset is non-binary, the classification rates of RBM and MVRBM are very low.
A key observation from the results of ETH80 and Ballet datasets is that incorporating Gaussian units in the model significantly improve the classification accuracy for image recognition. It means that our approach can extract more discriminating features and hidden layer contains more information compared with other methods. With iteration times increased, the classification accuracy goes on but it will reach peak at a certain iteration time.
C. Image Super-resolution
In this experiment we apply the proposed Multimodal MV-GRBM for image super-resolution. We follow the same setting used in [27] to prepare training data. The training patches are randomly taken from 69 Miscellaneous color images [28] . The testing image data set named Miscelaneous which includes 64 images and each one is 512 × 512 pixel.
In this experiment, we randomly sample N=10000 training patches. The patch size is 10 × 10 and the hidden size is 20 × 20. Figure 3(a) shows sample patches of size 10 × 10 and Figure 3(b) shows the learned U and V in terms of U T ⊗ V T . We tested the image super-resolution performance on four algorithms: bicubic interpolation, sparse representation(SR), MVRBM and MVGRBM. At first the images are downsampled to 256×256. Then get the super-resolution restoration images by the algorithms mentioned above. The assessment criteria is reconstruction Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). We calculate the PSNR value using the original high resolution image and the restoration image. The PSNR values of different algorithms which are shown in TABLE V. We select 6 images and show their super-resolution results. It can be seen that the PSNR of 'avion', 'house', 'safari04' and 'safari16' restored by our algorithm are highest. However the other two superresolution results of our model are lower slightly than SR, it is acceptable as our model is a bi-linear format which is a sub-model for the full linear model SR. In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , we show the super-resolution visual results of the above algorithms. The first column in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are the original images. The images from (b) to (e) are the enlarged parts of the selected yellow boxed areas in the original images. They are the results of bicubic interpolation, SR, MVRBM and MVGRBM algorithms. The super-resolution image of our algorithm is better than others. It proves that our algorithm has superiority on the super-resolution applications.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the matrix variate RBM with Gaussian units named MVGRBM. The proposed model assumes both input and hidden units are in matrix format without vectorizing data as done in traditional RBM models and it also assumes Gaussian units on both the visible layer and the hidden layer. The model is more appropriate to adapt to the real-values data from reality world as demonstrated by our experimental results. This model can be used in many applications such as image reconstruction, image classification and image super-resolution. The experimental results proved effectiveness of the model.
Despite of these demonstrated applications of MVGRBM, it is very challenging to select the learning rate and adjust the other hyper-parameters in the training process. It is worthwhile to further research towards improving and easing the parameter adjustment in training.
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